
17.5 SkillBuilder: Drawing a précis map
17.5.1 Tell me
What is a précis map?
A précis map is a simplified map — the cartographer has decided which details to leave in and which to
leave out. It is different from a sketch map, which includes all the main features.

Why are précis maps useful?
A précis map is a summary of an area. There may be just one feature shown, such as rainforest. Sometimes
more features are shown, such as vegetation, urban areas and roads.

They are also useful for:• identifying a particular feature or features, such as rainforests or residential/industrial areas of a city• close examination of a particular feature• focusing the reader’s attention on a feature, such as the distribution of a plant species• showing or including detail not visible on a satellite image or aerial photograph.

Model
The map in FIGURE 1 shows four aspects — the height of the land, the major towns, the rivers and the areas
where the Penan people live. The cartographer has elected to omit aspects such as transport systems and
vegetation. The areas in which the Penan people live have been drawn as symbols and in no way depict the
boundaries of their locations. FIGURE 1 is a précis of the complex map in FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 1 Précis map showing Sarawak, in Malaysian Borneo.
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FIGURE 2 Complex map showing Sarawak, in Malaysian Borneo
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A good précis map has:• been neatly presented• been drawn in pencil• been coloured or shaded and includes a key/legend• accurately shown a feature or features• included BOLTSS.

17.5.2 Show me
How to draw a précis map

Video eLesson Drawing a précis map (eles-1657)

You will need:• a map of the region being considered• a light grey pencil• coloured pencils• a ruler• an eraser.Pdf_Folio:40
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Procedure:
Step 1
Determine the area that you want to use to create a précis map. In FIGURE 1 this has been done by removing
details for surrounding countries, so that only Sarawak is detailed. FIGURE 1 is a précis map of FIGURE 2.

Step 2
Rule a border on your page within which to create your map. Make this the same size as the original to
avoid having to scale your drawing.

Step 3
Identify the feature/s and their extent that you are going to include on your précis map. In FIGURE 1, the
cartographer has chosen to leave in land heights, rivers and towns, and has chosen to leave out roads and
vegetation.

Step 4
Create a colour-coded key/legend for each feature and place it next to or below the map.

Step 5
Within the border that you created in Step 2, draw an outline of the area that is to be mapped. Retain the
scale of the original map that you are using.

FIGURE 3 Setting up the base map for the précis map

Step 6
Individually, take each of the features that you identified in Step 3 and mark onto your map, in a generalised
way, the area that it covers. When you have completed one feature, colour it before moving to the next
feature and mark your key/legend appropriately (see FIGURES 4, 5, 6 and 7). It will prevent confusion if you
complete the colouring as you go, rather than leaving it all until the end.

Step 7
Complete the précis map with BOLTSS.
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FIGURE 4 Land heights have been added to the base map.

FIGURE 5 Rivers have been added to the base map.
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FIGURE 6 Towns have been added to the base map.
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FIGURE 7 The locations of Penan lands have been added to the base map.
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Checklist
I have:• presented the information neatly• drawn in pencil• coloured/shaded with a key/legend• accurately shown a feature or features• included BOLTSS.

Interactivity Drawing a précis map (int-3153)

17.5.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

Refer to the map of the Amazon shown in FIGURE 5 in subtopic 17.4. On a separate piece of paper, create
a précis map showing only the levels of deforestation. Map the outline and include the borders of countries.
To show levels of deforestation, you should include the areas of undisturbed natural forest (low or no threat),
undisturbed natural forest (under threat) and disturbed forest.
Ensure that you complete the conventions of good mapping — include BOLTSS.

17.5 ACTIVITIES
1. What level of deforestation dominates the Amazon Basin?
2. Is there more area of forest under threat than there is deforested area?
3. Is there a greater area of forest under threat than there is not threatened?
4. In which area of the Amazon Basin is the majority of the least disturbed forest?
5. Describe the regions of the Amazon Basin where you would be most likely to see evidence of deforestation.
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